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Abstract – Many studies are focused on using data derived from mobile phones to construct statistical indicators. Mobile phone data have the advantage of providing information with both high spatial resolution and at high frequency, allowing applications such as measurements of the spatial or temporal details of population presence. Nonetheless, using mobile phone data to construct statistical indicators raises difficulties: data from a single operator are not representative of the whole population and they often lack socio-demographic detail, which limits their quality for many applications. This article is based on a database of mobile phone records from subscribers collected by a large French operator. It aims to offer a view on the potential, but also the problems posed by mobile phone data, specifically by illustrating how indicators of residential populations can or cannot be estimated from them.
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The use of Big Data, linked to rapid advances in the capability to store and analyse huge volumes of data, has expanded significantly over the last decade. Big Data, created by the digital trails generated by the activities of individuals or companies, are often studied from the viewpoint of predictive analysis or to support decision-making. Another use is that they can also serve as source of observations useful to the construction of statistical indicators, which explains the interest shown in these data by official statistics institutes.\(^1\) The expected opportunities for the use of Big Data in official statistics would be to reduce publication times by taking advantage of the very rapid access to useful information (e.g. in the field of economic analysis), but also to produce more detailed statistics (in particular, geographically) than the ones currently based on survey data, and finally to reduce the workload of collecting information from people and companies. As an example, automatic price gathering (from e-commerce sites or from invoicing data of major retailers) is used by several statistical institutes to construct consumer price indexes.\(^2\) The use of alternative or additional sources to “conventional” data is subject to multiple studies, although the idea is certainly not new. Notwithstanding that official statistics have been complementing statistical surveys with government sources for decades now (e.g. for a long time Insee has used its statistical tracking of salaries on employers’ social security returns), the integration of Big Data sources raises new, specific questions such as technical issues regarding data in large volumes or unstructured formats.

Data from mobile phones form part of the sources identified as particularly promising to supplement statistical information. Such data consist of regular records for the location (or at least the location of the cell tower the phone is connected with) date and time of phones belonging to the subscribers of a mobile phone operator. As such, mobile phone data can provide information on population presences at specific locations over specific time periods, and this at a very fine levels of geographical and temporal precision. Although official statistics produce information about residential population (especially by means of the census), access to the fine detail of mobile phone data would make it possible to detect the number of people who are at a given moment (which depends, for example, on tourist visits, business behaviour, etc., see Terrier, 2009), as well as the movements of people between several points. Regularly locating subscribers thus enables the mapping of population presence and the way it changes (Deville et al., 2014; Debusschere et al., 2016; Ricciato et al., 2015). For example, these data can be used to measure the variability in visitor numbers to certain places during the day or during the year, to improve precise knowledge of travel times using different means of transport (in particular for “small” daily journeys) and to draw up detailed mobility matrices (see Aguiléra et al., 2014, for evaluating performance of the Île-de-France transport network or Demissie et al., 2014, for Senegal). The visitor profiles of an area at different moments in time can assist the analysis of regional dynamics. Since we can expect presence (or activity) profiles to change during the day depending on the type of place (home, workplace or travel hub), Toole et al. (2012) were able to distinguish the main activity of areas, depending on the daily presence profiles observed mobile phone data (e.g. shops, residential, industrial or car park) across the Boston area. For France, Vanhoof et al. (2017) applied a similar approach at municipality scale, and revealed a correlation between aggregated activity profiles of mobile phone cell towers and the type of communities they are located in, as defined by the French statistical office’s (Insee) zoning of urban areas. Ultimately, the information from mobile phone data can also be used to enhance the analysis of interpersonal networks, for example by analysing the strength of communications between subscribers or regions (Grauwin et al., 2017).

Nevertheless, using mobile phone data raises several questions. Firstly, it is necessary to guarantee respect for subscribers’ privacy. Being able to reconstruct individual journeys using the trails left by subscribers creates a risk of “re-identification”. Even by deleting all direct mentions about their identity, from a certain point onwards it is possible to attribute an observed journey to a single person with high probability (Montjoye et al., 2013). This requires that mobile phone data be aggregated at an adequate level to prevent individual identification, or that privacy will be protected by procedures that do not allow for practitioners to have direct access to sensitive data. The former solution has the disadvantage that it reduces information and relevance of the data, whereas the latter requires new platforms and procedures to be implemented with regard to most present-day problems.
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1. e.g. see the Scheveningen Memorandum (2013)
2. In France, the “checkout data” project is based on price records taken from invoicing data from several large retailers (see Leonard et al., 2017, and Economie et Statistique / Economics and Statistics N° 509 forthcoming).
Notwithstanding the questions raised, statistical offices are interested in the potential of this type of Big Data. For example, a Eurostat report (2014) studied the potential of mobile phone data to improve the accuracy of current tourism indicators. Additionally, several national statistical institutes have launched initial experiments in using different Big Data sources and a coordination programme was launched in 2016 to share knowledge on this subject. One central element is access procedures for official statistics institutes that cover both subscribers’ privacy and business confidentiality for the companies involved. For France, a CNIS report offers guidelines on reusing company data in official statistics (2016), specifically highlighting the case of mobile phone data. Simultaneously, other European official statistics institutes have begun negotiations with national operators and are now engaged in experimental projects (Debusschere et al., 2016, for Belgium). Such experiments are needed to define what information at what level of aggregation is needed to construct relevant statistical indicators (Vanhoof et al., 2018).

In the case of mobile phone data, experiments have raised multiple questions. Firstly, using mobile phone data from one operator raises questions of representativeness. Access to an operator’s data will only supply information about its subscribers, who only makes up part of the population. Understanding this bias requires additional information, such as the local coverage of these operators, which is necessary to obtain more detailed spatial statistics. Additionally, the level of mobile phone ownership can vary depending on population characteristics: Some people may not have a mobile phone – e.g. Wesolowski (2013) highlighted problems of the unequal distribution of telephones in different social groups in Kenya for the use of this type of data, while others may have several mobile phones.

A second difficulty in using mobile phone data relates to the grid of cell towers, which in principle does not match normal geographical grids (e.g. administrative subdivisions). Cell towers are not distributed uniformly – there are more in densely populated areas and fewer in rural areas. To use them across more traditional territorial units, translations from the cell tower grid need to be made, which introduces approximations (Ricciato et al., 2015).

Finally, it is essential to clarify what can be measured from mobile phone data. These data are produced “naturally” (sometimes called “organic data”, as opposed to “designed data”, supplied using surveys constructed with the aim of measuring the study object), they simply reflect the trails left by subscribers on the mobile phone network. For a statistical indicator to have a meaning everyone can understand, it is essential first to agree a definition of what we want to measure. For example, a tourist is generally defined as a person registered “outside their usual environment”. Tourist visit measurements for a place therefore require distinguishing, among people present in this place, those who do not live there but also those who do not work there regularly. To measure this information from records of subscribers’ journeys require being able to identify a person’s home or even their “usual” workplace (Janzen et al., 2018). Several studies on this question have been conducted based on mobile phone data. For example, Ahas et al. (2010) showed that it is possible, using trails left by an individual on the network, to reconstruct their “anchor places”, i.e. places important to them, where they go repeatedly – their home and workplace being the most obvious of them (Ahas et al., 2010). As also emphasised by Song et al. (2010), the time spend by each person is generally concentrated on a limited number of places. Several algorithms have been suggested to identify a subscriber’s likely home from observed journey profiles (Vanhoof et al., 2017; Bojic et al., 2015; Isaacman et al., 2011). This point is essential as it is a prerequisite to many other analyses (Blondel et al., 2015) that go beyond the simple scope of tourism.

This study is offered to, based on a practical example, illustrate the empirical questions raised by the use of mobile phone data. The study will use mobile phone data from subscribers to a French telephone operator over the course of five months in 2007. It will try to
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3. For example, the Opal project (http://www.opalproject.org/about-us/) offers providing researchers a platform to run algorithms on mobile phone data to which the researcher does not have direct access: we are talking about Open Algorithm rather than Open data.
5. See Cris-Insee report “Reuse of Company Data by the Public Statistical System”.
6. In particular, this distinction has been suggested by the Census Bureau, see https://www.census.gov/newsroom/blogs/director/2011/05/designed-data-and-organic-data.html.
estimate resident population figures from this data, compare them with estimates from official statistics taken as reference data, and analyse sources of discrepancy. This methodology makes it possible to test the relevance of several home-detection algorithms and several data aggregation techniques: two essential questions when you want to use mobile phone data.

The rest of this article is organised as follows. The first section describes the different types of mobile phone records and details how to convert them to a localised population count. A second section discusses the coverage of cell towers and their translation to administrative divisions. The next section presents the different methods used to estimate resident populations. It gives details about the representativeness questions and suggests solutions that can be used to resolve them, as well as comparisons with reference sources. Finally, the last section suggests some other ideas to use mobile phone data to characterise population presence dynamics.

Data Records

A mobile phone network enables communication by transmitting radio waves between devices, repeater towers and the operator’s centralised switches that direct the connection to other repeater towers for the person being called. These networks have a cellular structure, i.e. each cell tower covers a certain area and a telephone can change cell without the communication being cut off.

Principle of Mobile Phone Records

The data used here are records by “repeater towers” of the cellular network, which report the presence of subscribers’ cellular telephones near these cell towers. They are mounted on towers with known coordinates. In principle it is therefore possible to construct indicators about visitor numbers to certain places, or very finely detailed geographical and temporal mobility behaviour. The frequency and regularity of these records, and therefore the level of detail (granularity) at which we will be able to construct these indicators, depends on the data type. There are several data types.

CDR (Call Detailed Records) relate to making or receiving a call or an SMS, i.e. a deliberate action by the subscriber. We therefore call them active data. These data as generally used for invoicing and operators therefore recording them “by default”. In France, operators have to retain these data for six months. Besides indicating the location of subscribers, these data can be used, for example, for studies on user behaviour (call frequency, preference for text messages, etc.).

Signalling data, what we will call passive data, are generated from telecommunication and internet networks (2G, 3G, 4G), using the fact that all mobile telephones connect regularly to the nearest cell towers (with variable frequency that can range from three hours to ten minutes) without necessarily arising from the user’s action on the mobile. They therefore provide more complete information than CDR, for example if you want to measure the number of visits to a place at a given moment or track people’s movements. However, processing these data is more expensive. By default, these “events” are not recorded by operators: to do so requires very large storage capacities.

In terms of population coverage, the data recorded by an operator, whether active or passive, relate only to their subscribers. However, there may be “roaming” agreements that enable one operator’s subscribers to use its competitors’ networks when they are outside the area covered by their own operator. In France, there are few roaming agreements between the national operators, and this “roaming” situation essentially relates to foreign subscribers. In particular, this means that it is possible to identify people only passing through France, as long as they are using their telephones (for CDR data) or they at least leave them switched on (for signalling data). The SIM card makes it possible to identify the telephone operator’s home country, from which the telephone subscriber’s probable nationality can be inferred.7

Approach to convert records to population counts

A series of processing operations is needed to derive information useful for official statistics from data recorded by the mobile network (Diagram).

7 Before June 2017, these overseas roaming costs were invoiced by the operators. Since this date, the European Commission required such invoicing to end. It is possible that this will ultimately lead to creating a more competitive European market, as the nationals from one country are more easily able to use a foreign operator and it will therefore be more difficult to identify these journeys.
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The first step is mapping events recorded on the network (calls or SMS). The location of the event is inferred from information available on the location of the cell towers. To practically perform the mapping, you have to define a spatial grid on which you want to locate the different events, and secondly model the area of cell tower coverage (in particular, based on the technical characteristics of the cell towers, if they are available, see Ricciato et al., 2017). As detailed in the section “A Very Non-Uniform Grid”, we use the simplest way of modelling cell tower cover areas by using the Voronoi tesselation of the cell towers (see Box 2). Based on this coverage model, the event will then be located on the chosen spatial grid.

Box 1 – Description of Mobile Phone Data Used

The study relates to using an anonymised file of CDR data (Call Detailed Records) containing the complete record of subscribers’ activities for the operator Orange across mainland France over a five month period, from mid-May to mid-October 2007(a). The records cover about 18 million SIM cards and more than 20 billion observations. These data contain no direct information about the subscriber’s name or address. However, for the study, it was possible to supplement them with certain information taken from a Customer Relationship Management (CRM) file, designated in the article as "customer file". For 12.4 million SIM cards also included in the CDR (i.e. about two-thirds), this customer file indicates the départements in which subscribers have stated they live. The subscriber (as identified in the customer file) is not necessarily the telephone user. Imagine for example the case of parents funding the subscription for mobile phones used by their children. Furthermore, information from the customer file can 'expire', such as when moving home, as the information is not always updated.

(a) These anonymised data are available to the Orange Labs SENSE laboratory, for purposes of research projects.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table A</th>
<th>Structure of Call Detail Records and Essential Variables</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Sending SIM card</td>
<td>Receiving SIM card</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SIM-1</td>
<td>SIM-2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SIM-1</td>
<td>SIM-3</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note: For SMS messages, we don’t know the cell tower through which the message is received.
The second step is to perform a spatio-temporal aggregation to convert the record of events into aggregated data matching a predetermined definition. This consists of defining aggregation units (both temporal and spatial) to produce statistical indicators. For example, we may want to construct indicators of populations present in places based on traditional administrative subdivision (by IRIS, municipality, etc.) at specific moments of the day, or at least over fixed time periods. The grid used to convert from cell towers to places, related to their technical characteristics, does not naturally match the conventional territorial subdivision. It is therefore necessary to perform a spatial interpolation. In some cases, this spatial interpolation must be coupled with a temporal interpolation, as the records from SIM cards have neither defined nor regular frequency: for example, based on call activities, we may have the location of the same telephone at 7:47 am then at 8:12 am, however the location of this same telephone at 8 am is not directly known. If the aim is to measure the population over specific times, it will be necessary to reconstruct the probable location at 8 am from these available data. Finally, to estimate the resident population indicators, we must try to infer the probable home location, based on the times and locations of available in the data. The home detection algorithms that perform this step are described in a next section.

A final step seeks to obtain estimates for the reference population (the entire population of France), based on the aggregated data subscriber counts from mobile phone data. This aggregation is supported by external sources (e.g. operators’ market share). Several possible estimates are presented for the reference population, depending on the depth of additional information available, stressing the underlying hypotheses. These results are compared to reference statistics (resident populations, such as measured by taxation sources processed by Insee).

**Approximation of Cell Tower Coverage: Simulation from Taxation Data**

**A Very Non-Uniform Grid of the Country**

Spatial coverage across the country is uneven. For each operator, the repeater towers that supply the main information about location are sited unevenly across the country. As shown in Figure II, in 2007 the cell towers of the operator Orange were very densely distributed in urban areas but much less densely in rural areas. Furthermore, mobile infrastructures can boost the network locally to prevent it becoming saturated during events leading to large crowds – sporting events, concerts, demonstrations. In more structural terms, the development of technologies (successive releases of 2G, 3G, 4G, etc.) leads to renewing the network and therefore changes to the location of cell towers.

In practice, we can infer the probable position of a telephone from the cell towers to which it is connected. The simplest solution is to assume that it is connected to the nearest cell tower.\(^8\) We can define subdivision of the country using a Voronoï tessellation (Box 2), which matches each cell tower to all the points in space that are nearest to it. This model of coverage is an approximation of the actual coverage of cell towers. It does not take into account that in the real world coverage areas overlap and that the load of telephones present in a given area is split among the various cell towers covering it. Still, in our simplification we consider the Voronoï polygons of all cell towers as our spatial unit of observation. Due to the unequal distribution of cell towers across the country, the areas of these polygons are very variable in size (Figure I). Figure II shows the distribution of their areas. We can see that while many Voronoï cells have quite areas small area (a few hectares), the range of areas covered is very broad and goes up to more than ten thousand hectares for some cells. These large areas do not correspond to the effective coverage of the cell towers but arise from the Voronoï tessellation in regions where the cell towers are a long way from each other and can even actually include “white” areas where no signal is received.

As confirmed by Figure VI-A, the smallest Voronoï cells are located in the most densely-populated areas.
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8. This is an approximation based on the assumption that cell towers all transmit with the same power and in all directions. In reality, one mast can hold several aerials transmitting in transmission directions (all over the place) and with different ranges. Scholus (2015) or Tennekes (2015) constructed an inference model for the position of the mobile based on the detailed observation of the properties of cell towers, as well as knowledge of the distance between the telephone and the cell tower that retransmitted the signal. However, this information (properties of cell towers, distance to the telephone) is not always available in the data. Furthermore, having very frequent information can permit triangulations that make it possible to identify the position of a mobile precisely. In the ideal case, where the distances to several cell towers (at least 3) are reported, it is possible to use triangulation to deduce the exact position of the telephone.
Translating Voronoï Cells to Another Grid

The purely technical geometric partitioning of the space by Voronoï polygons obviously does not coincide with the subdivisions of the country used for circulating regional statistical data. Indeed, there is no reason for cell tower coverage to correspond to administrative boundaries of municipalities or départements, nor should they be contained within the finer grids used by official statistics, such as IRIS (the building blocks for circulation of infra-municipal information, interlinked within the community geography and forming uniformly-sized units in terms of population\(^9\)). As a consequence, it requires translation to a

\[ \text{https://www.insee.fr/fr/metadonnees/definition/c1523} \]

---

Box 2 – Partitioning the Space, the Voronoï Tessellation

The Voronoï tessellation is a partitioning of the space based on a set of given points: the seeds. Each point on the plane is allocated to the seed to which it is closest. The boundaries between the different areas of the plane form the sides of polygons containing exactly one seed.

This subdivision of the plane is useful for processing mobile data when you only know the locations of the various cell towers (which therefore form these seeds). We then assume that a call is transmitted using the nearest cell tower, which therefore means that the telephone is located in the Voronoï polygon associated with this cell tower.

---

Figure A
Example of a Tessellation Using Voronoï Polygons Derived from 7 Points

---

Figure I
Voronoï Polygons Associated with Cell Towers for the Operator Orange, Metropolitan France

Sources: Orange CDR.
conventional administrative grid to estimate regional statistics from mobile telephone data and compare them with information provided at the scale of this administrative grid.

In what follows, and due to the lack of better information, this translation will be done simply weighting the areas of the polygons as they are situated in the administrative grid. The base administrative grid chosen is the municipal grid, divided into arrondissements (districts) for Paris, Lyon and Marseille. Subscribers’ counts for the administrative grid will correspond to the sum of the estimated subscribers in the Voronoï polygons that are entirely enclosed within a unit of the administrative grid and the number of estimated subscribers weighted by the proportion of the areas of the Voronoï polygon covering an administrative unit in the case that Voronoï polygons overlap several administrative units (see also equation 1).

\[ N_c = \sum_{V_j} \frac{A_{V_j \cap C}}{A_{V_j}} N_{V_j} \]  

Where \( N_c \) represents the estimated number of subscribers in administrative unit \( C \), \( N_{V_j} \) the number of subscribers detected in Voronoï polygon \( V_j \), \( A_{V_j} \) the area of this Voronoï polygon, and \( A_{V_j \cap C} \) the area of the intersection between the administrative unit and the Voronoï polygon.

Within equation 1, we base on the assumption that the population density present is uniform over the whole polygon. This assumption is obviously debatable, in particular in rural areas where dwellings are typically more concentrated. In the next section we evaluate the impact of the translation from Voronoï grid to the administrative grid by reproducing it for a conventional official statistics dataset, namely Tax files. Since tax files are complete (available for the entire population) and geolocated, they serve us well to investigate the effect of translating between both grids.

**Simulating the Approach on Tax Data to Evaluate the Scale of the Approximation**

Insee has complete information about the resident population at regional scale. The “Localised Social and Tax File” (Filosofi), which replaces and supplements the “Localised Tax Revenue File” (RFL), is made up from complete files of physical persons’ tax returns
and local housing tax. This information is available in even greater detail than the mobile telephone data, since it is geolocated. However, temporal accuracy is much less since this information is produced annually. Furthermore, these tax files only provide information about where people live and not about their actual presence in certain places (which can vary during the day). Nonetheless, they may constitute an interesting source of comparison to evaluate the suitability of mobile telephone data to reconstruct conventional statistical indicators, such as population density.

From the geolocated tax data, we estimate the spatial distribution of the number of inhabitants for municipalities and Voronoï polygons. Similar to previous section, we translate the information at the Voronoï polygon grid to the administrative grid and compare the outcome with the direct estimate at administrative level (municipality, in this case). The term “interpolation cost” describes the measurement error contributed by the translation between both grids. In practice, this is the difference between the number of inhabitants measured directly for the administrative unit and the estimate obtained from the translation (normalised to the reference).

Figure III illustrates the distribution across the country of the interpolation cost. For municipalities located in rural areas, this interpolation generally leads to overestimating the municipal population. The grid translation is actually based on the assumption that the population density is uniform over an entire polygon. The grid of cell towers is looser in less densely-populated areas. The corresponding
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Figure III
Relative Difference between the Municipal Population and the Population Estimated by Grid Translation (Interpolation Cost)

Reading note: The interpolation cost is the difference between the municipal population obtained directly in the tax source and that estimated from spatial interpolation (using equation (1)). A negative interpolation cost corresponds to an overestimate of the municipal population, a positive interpolation cost is an underestimate.
Sources: Filosofi 2011; authors’ computations.
polygons therefore cover a larger surface area, even if dwellings are more spread out – this makes the underlying assumption all the less plausible. We find these differences when we estimate the effects by size of municipality. For municipalities smaller than 10,000 inhabitants, the relative difference related to spatial interpolation is an average overestimate of 53% (see Figure C1 in the Online complements). Conversely, for municipalities larger than 10,000 inhabitants, spatial interpolation rather tends to underestimate the actual municipal population – nonetheless the relative differences are smaller (without ever being negligible): they are 10% on average.

The results suggest that using a grid that does not superimpose directly over the “conventional” subdivisions is a significant factor for the quality of estimates produced from these data. One solution would be to set aside the administrative subdivision by considering Voronoï polygons as the base unit, but it has the disadvantage of being based on a grid – that for the cell towers – that is neither stable over time nor uniform in space. This partitioning of the space is also based on an approximation of the true cell tower coverage, which probably affects the quality of the results obtained. In reality, antennas on cell towers are directional and only provide coverage up to a certain distance. This also explains the presence of “white areas” mapped by ARCEP since 2017. In addition, their areas of coverage are very often super-imposed, unlike a tessellation. Having this information about the technical capabilities of cell towers would make it possible to refine the actual partitioning of the corresponding space. For example, exploratory work by the Dutch Central Bureau of Statistics (CBS) proposes using a Bayesian inference procedure to allocate and point in space to one or other of the nearly cell towers, based on their power and orientation. Future work will be able to reveal the benefit gained in terms of accuracy and the cost in terms of complexity. But the data we are using does not contain the technical information needed for this exploration. Furthermore, as discussed below, other problems are raised by using mobile phones, which result both from the definition of a concept (how to convert the record of a telephone call in the management data to a statistical indicator?) and from that of their statistical treatment (how to obtain representative estimates of the whole population from the subscribers to a single operator?).

Constructing Statistical Indicators from Data

Home Detection

The data we have correspond to the trails left by subscribers during their journeys. In principle, these recurrent journeys indicate the use of places specific to the subscriber and so it seems possible to infer subscribers’ likely home, or workplace, or other places important to them. Such information is useful or even essential to construct certain statistical indicators, such as home/work journey times or tourist numbers in certain regions. Regarding tourists, for example, they are defined according to the “statistical” definition established by the United Nations World Tourism Organization Statistics Department, stating that tourism is “the activities conducted by people during their travels and stays in places located outside their usual environment for a consecutive period not exceeding one year, for leisure, business or other reasons”. While the usual environment can be interpreted to vary in size, it includes at least the home and workplace. This information is rarely available in the anonymised files to which researchers or statisticians have access and thus several home detection algorithms have been proposed that try to infer them from mobile phone data.

The general principle of home detection is to define the home from criteria based on the frequency and/or times (generally the night) users are present in a place. Vanhoof et al. (2018) offers a review of several home detection methods. We extract five methods to be used here:

- “Maximum activity”: Home is the place where most events (making and receiving calls or SMS) take place during the period under study;

12. Finally, it should be noted that this consists of differences related to the number of inhabitants in the municipality – numerical differences can be amplified for very small municipalities.
13. See the link to Online complements at the end of the article.
14. The site https://www.monressaumobile.fr/ can be used to see the white areas by network and operator.
15. This work is accessible from the available mobloc R package R, the address: https://github.com/MobilePhoneESSnetBigData/mobloc. It is also described in Dutch here: https://circabc.europa.eu/webdav/CircABC/ESTAT/ESTP/ Library/2017 ESTP PROGRAMME/46. Advanced Big Data Sources - Mobile phone and other sensors, 6–9 November 2017 - Organiser: EXPERTISE FRANCE/Mobile Phone.pdf
16. A statistical indicator here means the quantification of a social reality (e.g. the population present), based on a convention to be defined (for Desrosières (2008), “to quantify means to agree then to measure”).
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– “Number of distinct days”: Home is the place where activities were recorded on the largest number of distinct days during the period under study;

– “Time constraint”: Home is the place where most activities between 7 pm and 9 am were recorded during the period under study;

– “Spatial constraint”: Home is the place where most activities were recorded within a 1 km radius around the cell tower during the period under study;

– “Spatio-temporal constraint”, a combination of the previous two.

These different algorithms are all reasonable guesses. Nonetheless, they all have their limits and, for each, we can also easily think of situations where the identification of home will be incorrect. For a given subscriber, different methods can identify different places as the likely home.

To evaluate the performance of the different home detection algorithms, we have additional information supplied by the customer file, which contains the post code of the subscriber’s home. This information is only available for two-thirds of the subscribers, but nonetheless it is possible to compare this post code with the estimate of home supplied by the different algorithms. Furthermore, we also have data on the resident population supplied by the localised tax files.

Figure IV shows the accuracy of the five proposed home detection algorithms, by comparing their residential population estimations with information from the customer file. The estimates are made for each month and by département. The accuracy corresponds to the proportion of subscribers included in the customer file for whom we have correctly identified the département in which they live (in the sense of it matching that in the customer file). Over the entire study period, the algorithm
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**Figure IV**

Accuracy at Département Level of Home Detection Algorithms Based on the Customer File

![Accuracy Chart]

Note: Accuracy correspond to the proportion of subscribers included in the customer file for whom the localisation algorithm determines the same département as the customer file.
using the number of distinct days (i.e. the place where activities were recorded on the largest number of distinct days) performed the best. Even at this aggregated regional level,\footnote{In principle, the more aggregated level is less interesting, as the interest aroused by the sources derived from mobile phone data is precisely in obtaining estimators with finer spatial granularity.} we see that the difference between the home départements as identified by the algorithms and as stated in the customer file remains large (never less than 15%). The discrepancies can partly be explained by the inadequacy of the heuristic home detection methods we used. For example, accuracy falls significantly in summer and can very probably be explained by the fact that a significant proportion of the population is on holiday at that time and do not reside in their usual département for the whole month. This difference may also be linked to a quality problem with the customer file. Even ignoring the summer months, we see reduced accuracy over the whole period for all the algorithms (the differences observed in September-October are greater than those observed in May-June), which may be due partly to an effect of the customer file ageing (e.g. updates not made when subscribers move house). In addition, the data only contain records for the end of May (18 days) and the beginning of October (14 days), which may also explain the poorer performance than in June and September, respectively.

Additionally, it is worth noting that a user is considered as having a home in a département if the cell tower allocated to them by the home detection algorithm is within the département. There can be marginally edge effects for cell towers with Voronoï cells that overlap several départements. The Online complements contain maps representing the geographical distribution of this accuracy for June and August.

**Adjusting Data to Obtain Estimators of Resident Population**

The mobile phone data available to us relate to a single operator’s subscribers only. To estimate statistics on the entire French population it is therefore necessary to perform detrending. This detrending should make it possible to convert from the subscriber population to the total population, which may differ for two reasons. The first is that the operator only covers a proportion of mobile phone subscribers. This operator’s market share indicates the order of magnitude of the relative difference that we expect to find between the actual population and “raw” estimates obtained with mobile phone data. According to the *Autorité de régulation des communications électroniques et des postes* (Arcep – French electronic and postal communications regulator), the national market share of the operator Orange in 2007 was 46.7%.\footnote{See Ruling 07-0706 from Arcep dated 6 September 2007, https://www.arcep.fr/uploads/txt_gavis/07-0706.pdf} The second reason is that there is no simple correlation between the population of physical people and that of SIM cards. All physical people do not own a telephone (such as very young children) and conversely some have several (especially for business reasons). So we have to consider the penetration level, i.e. the ratio of the number of telephones over the reference population (the population at 1\textsuperscript{st} January of the year \(N−1\) published by Insee). For example, in 2007, the number of portable telephones per inhabitant estimated by Arcep was 85.6% across all of mainland France. It was 81.6% for the Rhône-Alpes region but only 66.0% in Franche-Comté. In two regions, Île-de-France and the PACA region, these levels were even higher than 100% (122.3% and 104.3%, respectively).\footnote{Arcep, *Le Suivi des Indicateurs Mobiles – Figures at 31 December 2007*. https://www.arcep.fr/index.php?id=9545 \"Geographical distribution of mainland customers\".} Part of these differences may be linked to the characteristics of the populations. For example, the CREDOC digital barometer shows large disparities based on age in 2007: Nearly all of 18-24 year olds were equipped with a telephone while this was only true for a third of the over-70s.\footnote{2015 digital barometer, available at https://www.arcep.fr/uploads/tx_gspublication/CREDOC-Rapport-enquete-diffusion-TIC-France_CGE-ARCEP_nov2015.pdf Table 2 – Proportion of individuals having a mobile telephone, p. 24.}

Formally, converting the number of subscribers \(N_{HD}\) identified as residing in a given spatial unit \(i\) (from the home detection algorithm – HD – corresponding to the number of separate days, the most effective according to the results above) to the resident population in this unit is supplied by the following accounting operation:

\[
\hat{N}_i = \tau_i^{-1} \cdot \alpha_i^{-1} \cdot N_{HD}, \quad (2)
\]

where \(\alpha\) is the local market share of the operator Orange, and \(\tau\) the penetration level. These two parameters are likely to vary throughout the country, because of the Orange market share but also because of the composition of...
the resident population. To obtain local estimates of residential population from mobile phone data, we therefore want to have accurate information about the variables corresponding to the detrending (at least the operator’s share and penetration level) at fine geographical levels. The difficulty here is that this information is generally available at an aggregated level (national or regional). Using it uniformly over the whole country creates the risk of not being able to distinguish between actual differences in population and different market shares for different administrative units.

To investigate (and quantify) the importance of different effects on our residential population estimates, we perform detrending while increasingly adding additional information to the equation. Found estimates can then be compared to those observed in the tax source in order to understand the contribution of different effects such as market share. A first, “raw” estimate simply consists of correcting for a size effect. We simply multiply the obtained subscriber counts from mobile phone data with the ratio of the number of subscribers available in the data to the size of the residential population in mainland France (i.e. 18 million out of a total mainland population of about 62 million in 2007). A second estimate can be based on incorporating open source information on the market share and penetration rate, as was done in the previous paragraph.

A third source of information that can be added is not open-source but was available to us. It consists of the customer file, which provides an estimate of the regional distribution of subscribers. We therefore use this file to construct a detrending by département. This geographical level appears both sufficiently broad to reduce the problems of spatial approximation raised from using the grid supplied by Voronoï polygons, and sufficiently fine to be able to ignore the spatial heterogeneity of market shares and the penetration level mobile phones amongst the population. The number of subscribers residing in département k is estimated from addresses available in the customer file. As these addresses are only available for part of the file of SIM cards we have, we adjust by the size of the customer file (which comes back to supposing that the customer file’s lack of coverage is uniform over the whole country). So the département market share simply corresponds to the ratio of this estimate of the number of subscribers residing in the département over the total number of inhabitants in this département supplied by tax sources.

\[
\alpha_k \tau_k = \frac{\text{Tot}_\text{HD}}{\text{Tot}_\text{CRM}} \frac{N_{\text{CRM},k}}{N_{\text{HD},k}}
\]

(3)

Where k represents the index for the département.

A fourth and final source of information is based on Deville et al. (2014) who suggest estimating the municipal population densities from equivalent mobile data and a model taking account of the “superlinear effect of densely-populated areas on human activities”. We therefore use this method only as a comparison with the different ways of detrending that we are suggesting.21

The population is then estimated using the model:

\[
N_{\text{base},c} = \alpha \cdot N_{\text{HD},c}^\beta
\]

(4)

where the parameters \(\alpha\) and \(\beta\) are themselves estimated by generalised linear regression \(N_{\text{base},c}\) is the number of residents in the municipality according to the tax source and \(N_{\text{HD},c}\) is the number of people identified as resident in the municipality with mobile data.

Performing this detrending on the subscriber counts obtained from mobile phone data, we can compare the obtained residential population estimates with the aggregated tax data at different spatial scales, investigating differences in magnitude and regional distribution.

The correlation between both is measured by means of two indicators: the cosine similarity and empirical correlation coefficient (Box 3). These indicators are both independent of the size of the population involved. They therefore amount to confirming whether the estimates from mobile phone data result in residential population densities consistent with those given by the tax source.

We have measured the differences at several scales. Clearly, we will use the Voronoi polygons, which is the finest spatial scale available with mobile phone data. Because Voronoi

21. The model proposed by Deville et al. relates to population densities. The model is estimated by least squares weighted by the population of municipalities over the logarithms of densities. The interest of official statistics focuses more towards population counts. We therefore favour a model better suited to counts and we estimate the parameters by generalised linear regression based on a Poisson family (equation 4), on which a logarithmic link function is applied.
polygons do not naturally superimpose on statistical or administrative subdivisions, we will also investigate subdivisions by IRIS (first intra-community level), by community, by employment area and by département.

Figure V represents the correlation and cosine similarity between the population estimate and the population derived from geo-referenced tax data, for each level of granularity.

We note that there are at least two reasons for finding differences between the results provided by the two sources. Firstly, the measuring concepts for the home are not the same (in one case, the information is derived directly from the tax residency declaration, in the other it is only obtained very indirectly from the subscriber’s call behaviour). Secondly, one of the sources is complete while the other requires detrending with only a limited amount of additional information available to enable this detrending.

The results bring out significant divergences in the estimates obtained at very fine levels. The biggest divergences are observed in IRIS, the empirical correlation is 0.61. Using Voronoi polygons, the observations are closer compared to the IRIS grid, probably because the fact that it does not require resorting to a translation between grids, which removes one source of deviation.

The difference is smallest at the most aggregated levels. In practice, it corresponds to the accuracy of the home-detection algorithm, which can vary over the different départements (particularly because the cell towers are not distributed uniformly across the country). This detrending is founded exactly on the data supplied by the tax source by département, and it is not surprising that the estimates obtained are very similar. However, it is surprising to observe that the “loss” of accuracy by municipality is low compared to by département.

We have also tested the quality of our estimates for a statistical zoning that might be more relevant to mobile phone data: the zoning by employment areas. An employment area is a geographical space within which most of the working age people live and work (Aliaga, 2015). This zoning is constructed iteratively, with the aim of maximising the number of working age people who live and work in an area. In 2010, France had 322 employment areas that formed a complete partitioning of the country in similar surface areas, that hold the middle between municipalities and départements.

Compared to other zonings, employment areas offer the best correlations between mobile phone data estimates and residential populations derived from tax data and irrespective of the detrending method. One probable explanation is that employment areas are suitable for studying the local labour market meaning that we assume most working age people that live in an employment area will also place the majority of calls in that area, at least during working days. While there is inaccuracy in the precise location of an individual’s home, there is therefore a high chance that the home detection algorithms will place the individual’s home in the right employment area. Our results suggest that employment areas are an appropriate geographical scale for analysing population estimates made using mobile phone data.

Figures V-A and V-B also allow comparison of the differences obtained depending on the available additional information: simple ratio of the number of subscribers, use of “public data” (the operator’s national market share and regional penetration levels), use of

---

**Box 3 – Cosine Similarity and Empirical Correlation Coefficient**

For each geographical level, we can define the vectors of observations using data taken from the tax source \((x)\) and mobile phone data \((y)\). We therefore call the empirical correlation coefficient:

\[
\text{cor}(x, y) = \frac{(x - \bar{x})(y - \bar{y})}{\|x - \bar{x}\| \|y - \bar{y}\|}
\]

(5)

Where \(\bar{x}\) and \(\bar{y}\) are the empirical means of the sample. It is also standard to use the cosine similarity, making it possible to measure if these two vectors are similar. Formally, this is the scalar product normalised to the product of the norms of the two vectors.

\[
\text{cos}(x, y) = \cos(\theta) = \frac{x \cdot y}{\|x\| \|y\|}
\]

(6)

This measurement is therefore independent of the norm of each vector. In principle it is more indicated for measuring densities, while the correlation coefficient provides information about the divergences on a like-for-like basis.
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the customer file to detrend the population observed at <i>département</i> level and by estimation from the superlinear model proposed by Deville et al. The best estimates are obtained from customer file information. However, using additional information such as penetration levels rather tends to degrade estimates by comparison with a simple rule of three on the volume of subscribers normalised to the French mainland population. Using regional penetration levels, which can mask non-uniform intra-municipal behaviour, seems to contribute more noise instead of improving the accuracy of the estimate. Furthermore, the superlinear model estimated at national level does not yield better results in terms of the empirical correlation or cosine similarity than detrending by <i>départemental</i> market shares. It is by taking into account information about the representativeness of the operator’s customers at an intermediate geographical level (the <i>département</i>) that we obtain the best results, even without considering potential non-linear effects but with simple local detrending.

Figures VI and VII provide a cartographic representation – beyond nationally-aggregated indicators – to compare the differences between population densities estimated using tax and mobile data (with <i>départemental</i> detrending by market shares). In addition, comparing these two sets of maps illustrates how many estimates based on municipality are closer to the reference than estimates at the scale of Voronoi polygons. In the close-up areas, especially around Paris, it is clear that the change of grid and aggregation by municipality or <i>arrondissement</i> provides information closer to the available references.

The map in Figure VIII shows the relative differences between the predictions made by municipality and detrended by <i>département</i> using the customer file, with municipal populations obtained from the tax file. The areas where the difference is highest roughly match the parts of the country where the spatial interpolation procedure creates the best outcomes (as illustrated in Figure III). We therefore remain dependent on the grid represented by Voronoi cells to produce a municipal estimate. The inaccuracy is remains highest in places where the assumption of uniform population distribution in Voronoi polygons has less chance of being confirmed (such as in areas with unevenly distributed dwellings over the region of the municipality). Sometimes the differences between estimate and reference are very large.
Figure VI
Population Density by Voronoï Polygon Calculated Using Tax Data and Mobile Phone Data

A – Tax Data

B – Mobile Phone Data

Note: The estimates are detrended by département using the customer file.
Sources: A, Filosofi; B, CDR, customer file and Filosofi; authors’ calculations.
Figure VII
Population Density by Municipality Calculated Using Tax Data and Mobile Phone Data

A – Tax Data

B – Mobile Phone Data

Note: The estimates are detrended by département using the customer file.
Sources: A, Filosofi; B, CDR, customer file and Filosofi; authors' calculations.
In some areas, the population of the municipality is underestimated by nearly half the municipal population, while in others it is overestimated by more than double (Figure VIII). These figures cover the estimates in section 2.3 on the interpolation cost in the tax source. This result is also confirmed by a more systematic analysis of the errors using statistical analysis (see Online complement C4).

Indicators such as the correlation coefficient or the cosine similarity do not take into account the spatial organisation of the points measured. However, it is plausible that the differences between the observed and predicted variables are spatially correlated, as illustrated by Figures III and VIII. For example, we may assume compensation phenomena between nearby municipalities, which are partly covered by the same cell towers and therefore by the same Voronoi polygons. Population estimates using Voronoi polygons will be distributed between these municipalities, which will create a correlation between the estimated values for these municipalities. Furthermore, as the error linked to using spatial interpolation is correlated to population density, it is likely that the differences will be similar for neighbouring municipalities. Spatial autocorrelation indicators such as Moran’s I (Box 4) are an additional means of illustrating these phenomena.

We have calculated the value of Moran’s I for four variables: the gross interpolation cost, the relative interpolation cost (compared to the number on inhabitants in the municipality), the gross difference and the relative difference. The four indices are significant, which confirms that these variables are not distributed randomly over the country and that there is indeed a spatial phenomenon involved. Moran’s spatial autocorrelation index for the gross interpolation cost is negative (and not significant). This is explained by the fact that when the subdivision into Voronoi polygons
Box 4 – Moran’s I

Spatial autocorrelation indices measure the spatial dependence between values of the same variable in different places in the space. The more the observation values are influenced by observation values that are geographically close to them, the greater the spatial correlation.

- Spatial autocorrelation is positive when similar values of the variable to be studied are grouped geographically.

- Spatial autocorrelation is negative when the dissimilar values of the variable to be studied come together geographically: nearby locations are more different than remote locations.

- In the absence of spatial autocorrelation, it can be considered that the spatial allocation of the observations is random.

The Moran index compares the way neighbouring observations co-vary with the covariance of all observations. The concept of neighbourhood is introduced using weights $w_{ij}$ that take a value of 1 of observations $y_i$ and $y_j$ are similar, and 0 if not. The null hypothesis is a lack of spatial autocorrelation.

$$I_w = \frac{n}{\sum_i \sum_j w_{ij}} \sum_i \sum_j w_{ij} (y_i - \bar{y}) (y_j - \bar{y}) \quad \sum_i (y_i - \bar{y})^2$$

$I_w > 0$ if there is positive spatial autocorrelation

leads to overestimating the population of a municipality, the population of neighbouring municipalities is underestimated, since the total population is constant. However, when the interpolation cost is normalised for the number of inhabitants, this index becomes positive – and very small, although it is significant (Table 2). Dividing by the size of the estimated population actually smooths the differences since the overestimates areas have their weight reduced relative to the underestimated areas. The gross differences and relative differences are positively correlated in space, a sign that some areas significantly concentrate municipalities having differences larger or smaller than the mean.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Variable</th>
<th>Value of Moran’s I</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Gross difference</td>
<td>0.14***</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Relative difference</td>
<td>0.13***</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gross interpolation cost</td>
<td>-0.11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Relative interpolation cost</td>
<td>0.009***</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note: *, **, *** indicate the significance at limits of 10%, 5% and 1%.

Using Temporal Granularity: Estimating Seasonal Variations

An important advantage of mobile phone data, other than spatial accuracy, is that it provides frequently captured data. In fact, in mobile phone data we have semi-continuous records about the presence of people, this is, when they use the network. This dimension was used indirectly in the previous estimates to identify subscribers’ probable homes, but it was then used to estimate static values (the population). Using the dynamic aspects more directly can provide interesting information about the dynamic of the regions, such as variations in seasonal visitors. Such information could supplement the conventional indicators from official statistics, which only provide information about long-term changes in populations (supplied by censuses), with finer temporal information about tourist visitor numbers. Mobile phone records can be used to identify areas in which we observe large differences during the year, with great geographical precision. Looking at variations rather than at the absolute numbers of residential population estimates partly remedies the weaknesses highlighted by the previous analyses. In particular, knowing the local variability in market shares of the operator whose data we are using is less essential for investigating temporal trends than it is creating entire population estimates.

By way of illustration, we can focus on the summer months and for each month calculate the number of distinct subscribers identified in the mobile phone data for an area during
a given month, normalised by the number of residents in previous months (here also using the most effective algorithm associated with the number of distinct days presence over a month). We work directly on the grid supplied using Voronoi polygons, to overcome difficulties linked to transposing the administrative subdivision described above. For each Voronoi cell we therefore have 6 variables corresponding to the ratios for July, August and September, normalised for the estimate of residents for June, July and August. Over all the Voronoi polygons, these variables are distributed to correspond approximately to a log-normal law centred around 1 — corresponding to a situation where the people present in a given month are identical to those identified as resident in the previous month. However, these differences can be very large, which results in a very thick tail to the distribution. To highlight the geographical distribution of these differences, Figure X shows the logarithm of these variables for the different months. To better bring out the large variations, we use different maps to show the areas where the changes are most marked. Figure X-A indicates locations where populations have increased by more than 50% between two months, and Figure X-B shows a map of the locations where they have decreased by more than 50%. The changes match the guess: in touristic areas (particularly coastal or mountain areas), we observe large population increases between June and July and between July and August, which disappear in September to return to a situation similar to that before the two holiday months.

In the rest of the country, changes are less pronounced. Still, we can also remark seasonal changes. For example, increases in populations outside the large urban centres can be observed during summer months and are reversed in September.
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These initial analyses suggest that it would be difficult using mobile phone sources to reproduce accurate statistics for residential population counts, as produced by official statistics. This result is not surprising in itself, given the differences between the two sources (declared tax residency versus residency reconstructed by the mobile phone analyses). We may also mention the limits inherent to the “active” nature of the data used, the locations are frequent on average but not always very regular. The signalling data, which supply information about the location at a systematic frequency, may make it possible to identify homes better, for example. Even by limiting oneself to the CDR data, widespread use of unlimited text messaging packages (still not widespread in 2007) has increased their use – and therefore also the possibilities for locating subscribers more regularly. Furthermore, the availability of para-data on the coverage of cell towers seems crucial insofar as a major part of the differences found seems to come from the approximation made by modelling coverage areas using a Voronoi tessellation.

This rapid change of mobile phone usage raises a major issue for the use of this type of data by official statistics. The statistical indicators that it produces are based on clear and shared concepts – a measurement convention on the value we want to measure. To use the indicators over time, in principle it is necessary for the data (and what they relate to) to be consistent over time. A constant change of content, and the methods needed to deal with them, could complicate interpretation of the results. It therefore seems premature to target the publication of standardised indicators using mobile phone data. Furthermore, using data from a single operator raises important questions about the possibility of accessing the information needed for detrending, in particular regarding local market shares, a necessary condition for detrending at a fine level. Finally, unequal coverage of the country raises difficulties in reproducing precise analyses on grids that have meaning.

Despite these limits, records taken from mobile phones supply a rich raw material for structural studies, as they illuminate regional phenomena, by giving information about the behaviour of individuals or other variables beneficial to regional development. Thus Pucci et al. (2015) present an illustration of using this type of data to describe the practices and uses of urban space (in which the grid of cell towers is sufficiently small to enable...
accurate analyses), and Aguilera et al. (2014) use them on performance measurements for urban transport networks (journey times, occupancy of trains, etc.). We can assume that these variables are less sensitive to the choice of operator and therefore that the detrending issues are raised less intensely. Galiana et al. (2018) were concerned with studying social and spatial segregation in urban units of Paris, Lyon and Marseille. By identifying a subscriber’s probable home, and by characterising the district in which they live based on socio-economic characteristics supplied by Insee, we can calculate social segregation indicators, quantifying the tendency of people only to communicate with people living in a similar district to their own in terms of income level, and to assess if this behaviour is more or less marked depending on whether or not they live in a better-off district. This study also proposes to measure segregation in space and its change, which corresponds to the fact of meeting, during the day or the week, people coming from various districts, or conversely the fact of remaining confined to a circle similar to their own.
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